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In this le ture, I will study some interplays between the eld of mesos opi physi s (whi h des ribes
fully oherent ele troni systems) and lassi al magnetism. I will start with a dis ussion of some
lassi al mesos opi experiments (Aharononv-Bohm e e t, ondu tan e quanti ation) whi h show
non lo al behaviors. Those experiments helped to realize that the ondu tivity of a phase oherent
system is a meaningless on ept and only the ondu tan e of the whole an be de ned properly.
Then I will introdu e the S attering theory of transport and the Landauer formula whi h relates the
ondu tan e to the s attering properties of the system. In the se ond part, the s attering approa h
will be applied to two di erent magneti systems: a ferromagnet{normal-metal{ferromagnet trilayers
and a magneti domain wall. We will study the e e t of magnetism on the transport properties as
well as its ounter part, the spin torque exerted on the magnetization by the ondu ting ele trons.

I. AN ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO TRANSPORT IN A MESOSCOPIC SYSTEM.

When do we really need quantum me hani s to des ribe the physi al properties, let us say the ondu tan e, of
a solid state system? Take for instan e a regular opper wire with a 1mm se tion and6 have2a 1A urrent owing
through it. At what
velo ity do the opper's ele trons go? The urrent density j = 10 A:m , while the ele troni
density is ne  1030 ele tron per m3 (there is roughly one opper atom every Angstrom and ea h of them gives one
valen e ele
tron.) Now if we use the lassi al relation j = e ne v, we obtain that the average ele troni velo ity is
v  10 5m:s 1 , whi h is two or three orders of magnitude too slow. What went wrong in that way of thinking is
that we forgot ompletely the Pauli prin iple (and the Blo h theory of bands) whi h freezes the ele trons far from the
Fermi sea so that eventually no more than 1% of them are parti ipating to the transport properties. In that sense,
we need quantum me hani s to des ribe properly the transport properties of any ele troni system although we know
that our opper wire ondu tan e is very well des ribed by Ohm's law.
What one alls mesos opi systems are systems where the ele trons really behave both as parti les and waves at
the same time so that the predi tions of quantum me hani s be ome strongly di erent from what one an obtain
from semi- lassi al approa hes, even at a qualitative level. In pra ti e those "strongly quantum me hani al" devi es
are just regular ele troni systems (su h as the Field E e t Transistors that one an nd in any PC) that are put
in a dilution fridge at temperatures in the milli-kelvin range. At these temperatures many degrees of freedom of the
system (like the phonons for instan e) are frozen, and the phase of the wave fun tion des ribing the ele trons be ome
a well de ned quantity, hen e the need for a fully quantum me hani al des ription.
A. Transport in a phase oherent system. Examples of "non lo al" experiments where quantum me hani s
is fully in a tion.

In Fig.1, I have sket hed two standard experiments that illustrate a few aspe ts of the ondu tan e of a oherent
obje t. In the upper one Fig.1 (a), one measures the ondu tan e of a small metalli wire (a four points measurement:
two onta ts are used to inje t the urrent I and the voltage di eren e V is measured on the other two.) onne ted
to a small loop. When a magneti eld B is put through the system the ondu tan e g shows os illations. This
experiment tea hes us three things:
 (i) If this system was to be des ribed by Ohm's law, the ele trons would go dire tly from the +I ele trode to
the I ele trode and would never see the loop. Hen e, the ondu tan e of su h a system would not depend on
the magneti eld B. In other word, there is no way we an de ne a ondu tivity for this system, and we have
to onsider it as a whole.
 (ii) the os illations die at higher temperature when the phase of the wave fun tion is not well de ned. Indeed
they are due to interferen e between traje tories going lo kwise and ounter lo kwise in the loop and su h an
e e t needs phase oheren e.
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 (iii) the magneti eld inside the metalli part is a tually zero (we imagine we have a very thin solenoid going

through the loop) while the ux inside the loop is not. Hen e the system is not sensible to the magneti eld
itself but to the ve tor potential, another manifestation of quantum me hani s.
In the se ond experiment (Fig.1 (b)), one measures the ondu tan e of a two-dimensional ele tron gas (in a GaAs
heterostru ture for instan e) onne ted to two ele trodes. In top of the gas, two (triangular) gates have been deposited
and, when polarized with a gate voltage Vg , they deplete the gas underneath reating a onstri tion. Su h a system
is known as a QPC (Quantum Point Conta2 t). Remarkably, one observes that g exhibit plateaux as a fun tion of Vg .
Those plateaux are quantized in unit of 2he  (10k ) 1. Here again, the wave nature of the ele trons shows up, and
the ondu tan e quanti ation an be understood if one onsiders that the gates a t as wave guides allowing only a
few modes too propagate.
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FIG. 1: S hemati of two experiments with mesos opi samples. In (a) one measures the ondu tan e g of a metalli wire
onne ted to 4 onta ts and one loop. g os illates as a fun tion of an Aharonov-Bohm ux put through the loop. (b) Quantum
Point Conta t (QPC): a two dimensional ele tron gas (inside the dotted lines) is onne ted to two ele trodes at a potential
+V and V . Two triangular gates are deposited in top of the gas and are used to deplete the ele tron underneath them and
reate a onstri tion. As a fun tion of the gate voltage Vg used to polarize the gates, g exhibit steps.

At this stage, one should be onvin ed of the ne essity of a quantum me hani al des ription of our system whi h
raises a few theoreti al questions. In parti ular, sin e the apparatus (and the experimentalist!) are lassi al obje ts,
one needs to stop the quantum me hani al des ription at some point, and onne t our quantum obje t to the lassi al
world. The formalism that does that is the s attering theory of transport, and will be outlined in the next se tion.
B. The ballisti system as an "ele troni wave guide". Introdu tion of the s attering matrix S . The
Landauer formula for the ondu tan e.
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FIG. 2: In this ideal wire, the part 1 and 3 are ballisti while all the s attering takes pla e in region 2. The ele trons are
on ned in the region 0  y  W and the wire is atta hed to two ideal reservoirs.

We fo us now on a two dimensional wire on ned in the y dire tion on a width W as sket hed in Fig.2. In part 1
and 3 of this system, the dynami s is ballisti (no potential) while all kind of imputities, roughness,...lie in region 2.
The s attering theory of this system is done in two steps.
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In step I, we want to study the solutions (~r) of its S hrodinger equation, hen e doing plain quantum me hani s.
The S hrodinger equation reads in this ase,
~2

(1)
2m  (~r) + V (~r) (~r) = E (~r)
where the potential V (~r) is zero outside region 2 and (x; y = 0) = (x; y = W ) = 0 due to the on nement in the y
dire tion. The solutions of Eq.(1) in region 1 and 3 are just a superposition of plane waves (we negle t the evanes ent
modes) with longitudinal and transverse momentum being respe tively kx and ky . Due to the hard wall ondition
in the transverse dire tion, ky is quantized in unitqof 2=W and an take N h (number of open hannels) di erent
values, that keep the mode propagating (i.e. kx = 2mE=~2 ky2 real).
Nh
X



sin(
p2Wkyky) a1n eikx x + b1n e ikx x
(2)
x
n=1
Nh
X


sin(
p2Wkyky) a3n e ikx x + b3n eikx x
(3)
x 2 3 : (x; y) =
x
n=1
Now, we don't know what (x; y) looks like in region 2, but we do know that (x; y) and its derivative are ontinuous
at the 1 2 and 2 3 interfa es. Those onditions imply that a linear onstraint links a1n and b1n to a3n and b3n.
This onstraint is written using the S matrix that relates the outgoing modes to the ingoing ones:

x21:



(x; y) =

b1n
b3n





= S aa13nn



with S =



r t
t0 r0



(4)

where S has been parameterized
in term2 ofPthe transmission
(t,t0) and re e tion (r,r0 ) submatri es. Probability urrent
P
2
2
2
in region 1 (3) reads n ja1nj jb1nj ( n jb3nj ja3nj ), hen e urrent onservation enfor es the orthogonality of
the S matrix, SS y = 1.
Step II onsists of giving ourself a pres ription as to how those eigenstates are to be lled when the wire is atta hed
to two reservoirs, ea h of them hara terized by a temperature and a hemi al potential. This pres ription (whi h took
quite a few years to emerge) is that the in oming modes oming from one reservoir have the equilibrium distribution
given by this reservoir. With that pres ription, we an now al ulate physi al quantities su h as the urrent owing
through the wire. In the ase of zero temperature and small bias voltage, we get for the ondu tan e of the system,
2e2 Tr tty :
g=
(5)
h

Eq.(5) is known as the Landauer formula. It relates the ondu tan e of the system to its S matrix, and has been
used widely iny mesos opi physi s. Most of the remaining diÆ ulties lie in trying to determine the properties of the
S matrix.
tt has N h eigenvalues 0  Tn  1 alled transmission probabilities, so that Eq.(5) an be rewritten as,
2 P
g = 2he Nn=1h Tn:
C. Appli ation to broken jun tions. Experiments with paramagneti and ferromagneti metals.

As a rst appli ation of the Landauer formula, we an go ba k to the QPC des ribed in Fig.1 (b). There the region
2 has no potential, and the transmission matrix t is just identity. The Landauer formula therefore reads g = 2he2 N h
and the ondu tan e quanti ation appears naturally, the gate voltage ontrolling the number of opened hannels.
One should realize that this result is somehow paradoxal: the Landauer formula predi ts an non zero resistan e, in
the absen e of any s attering in the system. Not to mention that the quantum me hani al des ription made in the
previous se tion is ompletely elasti , so that a priori the system has no way to dissipate the energy asso iated with
the Joule e e t.
The metalli equivalent of the QPC are broken jun tions, where one inje t urrent through a few metalli atoms.
In ontrast with the QPC, there the fermi wave length (roughly the "size" of a hannel) oin ide with the size of the
atom. However, broken jun tions give the possibility to study various metals, and magneti ones in parti ular.
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II. APPLICATION OF THE LANDAUER FORMULA TO MAGNETIC SYSTEMS

In this se ond part, we will apply the s attering theory introdu ed in the rst one to magneti systems. To do
so, we need to make one modi ation to the previous theory, namely taking into a ount the spin stru ture of the S
matrix,
S=



S"" S"#
S#" S##



(6)

Otherwise,
the formalism an be applied as it is. In addition to the harge urrent studied in the previous se tion,
R
I / dy (x; y)x (x; y) we will be interested in the spin urrent J~R owing through the system, whose de nition
di ers from the harge urrent by the presen e of Pauli matri es:J~ / dy (x; y)~x (x; y).
A. Ferromagneti -Normal Metal-Ferromagneti trilayer. GMR. Spin inje tion and magnetization reversal.

Let us start with a system made of three metalli thin layers with a urrent owing perpendi ularly to the layers
(see Fig.4). Two of those layers are magneti while the spa er in between (that we will ignore in our theoreti al
des ription) is a normal metal. For the sake of simpli ity, we suppose that the (majority) ele trons whose spins are
aligned with the lo al magnetization are fully transmitted while the (minority) ele trons whose spins are antialigned
are fully re e ted.
With su h a simple model, the ondu tan e of the system is readily al ulated. When the magnetization of the two
layers are aligned, the majority spins are fully transmitted while the minority spins are re e ted, hen e g = N he2=h.
On the ontrary, when the magnetizations are anti-aligned, the majority spins of one layer are the minority of the other
and vi e versa, hen e g = 0. A magneti eld will bring the system from the anti-aligned to the aligned on guration,
in reasing the ondu tan e. This phenomena is known as the Giant-Magneto-Resistan e e e t.
More interesting than the ele troni urrent is what happens to the spin urrent in this system. Consider for instan e
a spin polarized urrent in ident on a single magneti layer su h that the ele trons' spins make an angle  with the
magnetization of the layer, as shown in Fig.3. Along the layer's magnetization, the in oming ele trons' spins an be
onsidered as a oherent superposition of majority spins with amplitude os =2 and minority spins with amplitude
sin =2. Hen e, the ele tron will be transmitted with probability os2 =2 and re e ted with probability sin2 =2. The
important point here, is that the in ident spin urrent along the x-axis, proportional to sin =2  os =2 / sin  is
lost in the pro ess. Hen e, unlike the ele tri al urrent, spin urrent is not onserved. This is quite puzzling sin e we
know that had we started our dis ussion with a full mi ros opi model, the total angular momentum of the system
would have been bound to be onserved. Hen e whatever spin urrent is lost by the ondu ting ele trons has to be
transferred to the ele trons responsible for the magnetization, and a spin torque is exerted on the magnetization of
the layer.
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FIG. 3: Polarized ele trons in ident on a single magneti layer.

In order to get this spin-torque in a real sample, you need polarized urrent. This is a hieved by using not one but
two magneti layers, one thi k one in harge of polarizing the urrent (hereafter labelled Fa), and a thin one upon
whi h the torque is exerted (layer Fb ). When the ele trons enter the sample from the right, see Fig.4a, ele trons
transmitted from Fa will be polarized along its magnetization, hen e exerting a torque on Fb. The torque, whi h is
simply al ulated as the di eren e of spin urrent on the two sides of Fb, tends to align the magnetization of Fb toward
the one of Fa . The situation is quite di erent when the urrent is owing in the other dire tion, see Fig.4b. There,
the in ident ele trons oming on the left on Fb are not polarized and do not exert any torque. However, those whi h
are re e ted by Fa get polarized and do exert a torque on Fb. Sin e they are polarized after a re e tion instead of a
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transmission as in the previous ase, their polarization, hen e the torque, is of opposite sign. Thus this torque tends
to anti-align the magnetization of Fb with respe t to the one of Fa . By using a strong enough urrent, one should be
able to swit h ba k and forth the dire tion of the magnetization of Fb, in the absen e of any external magneti eld.

FIG. 4: Magneti threelayer. One layer (Fa ) is used as a polarizer while the torque an swit h the dire tion of the magnetization
of other one (Fb ).

B. Transport in a magneti domain wall. Spin inje tion and Larmor pre ession.

The previous analysis an also be done in the ase of a magneti domain wall in a ferromagneti wire. It is however,
slightly more subtle sin e now, we need to keep tra k of the magnetization dire tion whi h is no longer onstant in
spa e and we will sti k here to more qualitative arguments. Let w be the length of the domain wall (i.e. the length
over whi h the dire tion of the magnetization is fully reversed). If w is large enough, the hange in the magnetization
dire tion is very slow, and the ele trons will have time to adapt there spin adiabati ally to the lo al dire tion of the
magnetization. The question that arises naturally is how does this adaptation take pla e. It ould, in prin iple, be
due to all kind of relaxation pro esses (like spin-orbit, oupling to phonons...). There is however, a faster me hanism,
namely Larmor pre ession. When an ele tron enters the wall (Fig.5a), the magnetization dire tion starts to rotate
and an angle starts to build between it and the ele tron's spin (Fig.5b). Hen e, the spin start to pre ess around
the magnetization (Fig.5 ). This pre ession take pla e on a length s ale L (Larmor pre ession length, roughly the
inverse of the di eren e between the Fermi momentum of the majority and minority spins). After L=2, the spin has
made half a roundtrip around the magnetization (Fig.5d) and the angle is now de reasing. Hen e the mistra king
of the ele tron's spin is roughly  L=w . Let M (m) be the resistan e of the majority (minority) hannel
for an in nite wall ( = 0). The resistan e  in that ase is obtained by adding the two resistan es in parallel,
 = M m =(m + M ). When 6= 0 however, the domain wall auses a slight mixing of the two hannels (i.e they are
partly in parallel) whi h auses an in rease   (M m)2 =(M + m) of resistan e. In addition, it is immediate
to realize that a spin going adiabati ally through a domain wall is fully ipped in the pro ess, giving ~ of angular
momentum to the wall magnetization. It results that a global pressure is exerted on the wall, pushing it in the
dire tion of the ele troni ow.
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FIG. 5: Competition between the rotation of the magnetization and Larmor pre ession in a domain wall. The thi k arrow
stands for the ele tron spin while the thin one stands for the magnetization.
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